
STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER Aerosol has been specifically formulated 
to clean, brighten and protect stainless steel, chrome plate, brass and 
anodised surfaces.

ADVANTAGES TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

 Ideal for improving the appearance of decorative metal 
surfaces; lift doors, furniture trims machinery and equipment

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Shake can and hold 6-9” away from surface to be cleaned, 
ensuring nozzle is pointing forwards. 

2. Spray lightly directly onto surface and wipe with a clean soft 
cloth. 

3. Polish to a shine.

Removes finger marks, water marks and scuffs from stainless 
steel doors and cabinets

Ready to use

Use on stainless steel, chrome plate, brass and anodised surfaces

Non perfumed

Cleans and brightens in one application

Ideal for improving the cosmetic appearance of cabinets etc

Leaves a protective film that resists finger marks, water marks 
and staining
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PRECAUTIONS

Keep away from heat, sparks and open flame. Avoid eye contact. 
Provide good ventilation.

STORAGE PRECAUTIONS

Aerosol cans: Must not be exposed to direct sunlight or temperatures 
above 50°C. Store at moderate temperatures in a dry well ventilated 
area.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Health and Safety Data sheet available separately.

TECHNICAL DATA

APPEARANCE Aerosol

FLAMMABILITY Extremely flammable

ODOUR Unfragranced

PROPELLANT Hydrocarbon

SOLUBILITY Slightly soluble in water

PACK SIZES
(9 x 600ml), (12 x 400ml) 
Aerosols

HANDY FOAM
Foaming hard surface cleaner

VULCAN
Ready to use fast working hard surface 

cleaner with a fresh citrus fragrance

WINDOW CLEAN
Premium ready to use streak free 

window and glass cleaner

SUPERCLEAN
Premium ultra fast hard surface 

cleaner and degreaser
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